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SoftStep large format rubber tiles for the Equestrian Market

New Barn Construction:
One of the most common and opportune times to introduce the SoftStep product is in the
initial barn planning stages. Often customers decide to pour concrete out of the necessity
of having something easy to clean and level as the base in their aisle-ways. They often
later curse that decision as they discover that even with a brushed concrete surface, it will
eventually wear and become slick. The next step is usually the purchase of rubber mats,
and depending on the variety, they can be just as slippery, especially when wet. Cleaning
around rubber mats is not a convenient practice either.

Where & Why SoftStep:
SoftStep large format interlocking rubber tiles are ideal and recommended for barn
entrance ways, aisle-ways, wash & tack stalls, path ways, and horse exercisers.
*Safe non-slip surface, even when wet.
*Easy to sweep & clean due to hardened, smooth surface.
*Resilient to cleaning chemicals and agents.
*Adds an attractive and elegant finish to barns and can compliment barn colors.
*Provides an insulation value of R30 to prevent cold and dampness.
*Works well with radiant in-floor heating.
*Durable for heavy equipment and traffic.
*Assists in dust control due to static electricity.
*Fire rated.
*Large format, Easy to install, adjust, add or replace.
*Cost effective when comparing to concrete and rubber mats.
*Ideal for outdoor applications.
Application:
Suitable over any compacted and level surface indoor and out: this includes dirt &
gravel, sand, clay, asphalt, concrete and wood.
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Any flooring is only as good as the base it sits on. A great benefit regarding the SoftStep
tiles is that they will not curl or shift once installed and should any adjustments or
additions be required the SoftStep tile is easy to adapt.
Retro-Barn Construction:
In circumstances where customers with existing barns are looking to renovate with new
stall kits, fronts or doors, provides you with a great opportunity to introduce SoftStep and
discover the customers current flooring situation.

Where and Why SoftStep
SoftStep large format interlocking rubber tiles are ideal and recommended for barn
entrance ways, aisle-ways, wash & tack stalls, path ways, and horse exercisers.
*Safe non-slip surface, even when wet.
*Easy to sweep & clean due to hardened, smooth surface.
*Resilient to cleaning chemicals and agents.
*Adds an attractive and elegant finish to barns and can compliment barn colors.
*Provides an insulation value of R30 to prevent cold and dampness.
*Works well with radiant in-floor heating.
*Durable for heavy equipment and traffic.
*Assists in dust control due to static electricity.
*Fire rated.
*Easy to install, adjust, add or replace.
*Cost effective when comparing to concrete and rubber mats.
Application:
Suitable over any compacted and level surface indoor and out: this includes dirt &
gravel, sand, clay, asphalt, concrete and wood. In retro-fit situations base preparation
may be required. Note that on concrete or asphalt applications it is recommended that
SoftStep be glued down to create a moisture seal.
Any flooring is only as good as the base it sits on. A great benefit regarding the SoftStep
tiles is that they will not curl or shift once installed and should any adjustments or
additions be required the SoftStep tile is easy to adapt.
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